Addiction is a Disease…
but that is all conventional medicine has right. They have no clue as to the cause.

The Cause of Addiction
1. Toxicity
2. Stress
3. Despair

The principle of toxicity: What goes into the body must come out. If it doesn’t, eventually the toxins overload the cells and tissues, causing all chronic disease.

Addiction is a lifestyle disorder, brought about by industrialization, processed foods (sugar, wheat, high fructose corn syrup, GMO, preservatives, etc), acidifying diet, and conventional medicine such as anti-inflammatories, fever reducers, antibiotics, and vaccinations.

The Cause of Disease
1. Excretion of toxins is blocked
2. Deposition of toxins
3. Degeneration by toxins

Causes of Toxicity
1. Dysbiosis (wrong microbiome)
2. Absence of qi
3. Autoimmune response to toxins

History of Opium
Opium (Papaver somniferum) has been used by humans since Neanderthal days, 30,000 years ago, and was first cultivated by the Sumerians around 4000 BCE. It has been used both medicinally and recreationally ever since.

Opium contains 80 alkaloids useful for pain, morphine being the primary, then codeine and thebaine.

Opiates: Naturally occurring
Morphine, Codeine
Opioids: Man-made
Semi-synthetic: Heroin, hydrocodone, hydromorphone, oxycodone, oxymorphone, naltrexone
Synthetic: Fentanyl, buprenorphine, methadone

Medical Use of Opium
Opium is mentioned in the most important medical texts of the ancient world. It was introduced into Western medicine in 1527 and used safely and regularly for the next 400 years.

War on Drugs Purely Political
The motives behind the criminalization of opium and other controlled drugs was purely political to disenfranchise minorities as a Jim Crow method, and Vietnam anti-war protesters, as substantiated by John Erlichman.
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Toxicity is not even a recognized problem in conventional medicine. That is why chronic diseases have no cure. But there is a science that does explain toxicity and can cure chronic disease and addiction...

**Homeopathy**

Discovered by Dr. Samuel Hahnemann in the late 1700’s it was the first science based on scientific trial, called “provings”.

“repeat the experiments” it cries aloud, “repeat them carefully and accurately and you will find the doctrine confirmed at every step”

A form of energy medicine, it is much more powerful than biochemical (conventional) medicine. The power is in triggering the body’s own healing mechanisms by simply providing information and causing a reaction.

In conventional medicine, cause is determined through theories, which are continually changing. That means then, that the therapy being used is discarded when the theory changes, and new approaches are created. We see that all the time. Yesterday saturated fats were considered the cause of heart disease while now they are believed to be more heart healthy.

Homeopathic principles have remained stable for 200 years of practice, with simply the new provings being added to the materia medica.

“Homeopathy cures a greater percentage of cases than any other method of treatment.”
Mahatama Gandhi

---

**Homeopathic Miasms**

The effect of toxicity on the body is explained by homeopathic miasms—or “reaction modes” because each miasm has particular reaction capability.

**Psoric miasm**
Lots of reserve energy. Keeps things on the surface. Pushes out whatever challenges them (Yells, screams). Workaholic, push themselves, vibrant.

**Sycotic miasm**
Low energy. Hold on to toxic material. Develop skin growths. Needs 8 hours of sleep to rebuild energy. Calm, equilibrated.

**Tuberculinic miasm**
Has no energy. Has some reaction but most toxic material stays in the body. Still sick after illness leaves. Needs prolonged cleansing.

**Luetic miasm**
Energy is unpredictable. When present, energy is too little to react, so most toxins stay in the body. Creates ulcerations and sclerosis.

The Luetic miasm is the miasm for addiction.

Characteristics:
1. Lesional: involves tissue attack
2. Inflammatory
3. Ulceration & Sclerosis
4. Goal: tissue destruction
5. If mature, he/she will destroy him/herself with alcohol or drugs.

---

**Predispositions to Luetism**

1. Hereditary or acquired syphilis
2. Alcohol or drug familial background
3. Growth and formation problems
4. Serious disease in childhood
   a. Chronic illness
   b. Undernourishment
   c. Convulsions after 6mo (epilepsy)
5. Repeated miscarriages, abortion, prematurity
6. Disorders in siblings: epilepsy, deaths in childhood
7. Premature or delayed learning

**Major Signs of Luetism**

1. Alcoholism in self or family.
2. Gaunt; hair loss, premature grey.
4. Functions by impulse; unstable, move around a lot; deep anxiety; no spirituality.
5. Despair and obsession; psychosis, phobias
7. Intolerant to contradiction.
8. Uses alcohol, drugs to forget.
9. Desires alcohol, drugs, pleasure.

**Can Miasms Be Changed?**

Yes. When people heal, they change miasms. The Seven Steps to Healing explains how to achieve that. In my opinion, the psoric miasm is the healthiest, and is achievable with lifestyle change and cleansing.